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INTRODUCTION.





In organic chemistry the proof of the structure of compounds

is one of the most important and difficult duties of the research work-

er. In recent years among the many methods he has used to accomplish

this end, those which make use of the relationshios between the phys-

ical properties ani the structure of suostances have been very prom-

inent and successful. One of the especial advantages of these methods

is that they usual Jy require but a smaLl amount of material and this

can commonly be recovered.

That a relationship between the electrical conductivity of

the solution of a substance and its. chemical structure exists was soon

realized;' this, however, was not at all well understood until Arrhen-

ius' introduced his dissociation theory in 1887. Since that time num-

erous workers have turned thier attention to this field. Among the

most prominent of those who have attempted to establish a relation---

ship between the ionization constants, as determined by conductivity

or other methods, of organic substances and their structure have been

? 3 4 5
negscheider, Ostwald, Michael, and Derick.

It is the purpose of the present work to continue that already

in progress in this laboratory in determining a relat ionsrhip between

the ionization of mpnosubstitutei, n-paraffine, raonobasio acids and their

Structure ani in particular to establish the ©position in a scale of

combined influence of the doubly t>ondei oxygen atom when substitute!

into "these acids.

6

Van't Hoff was one of the first to recognize that the struc-

ture of a compound had a definite influence on its properties. He

assumed that the influence of a substituent in a compound could be





resolved into two factors, the first of these he called the direct

influence i.e. that exerted thru space and the second, Called the

indirect which was exerted thru , he chain.

Ostwald
7
later announce i a rule for letettflining the influence

of substituents in organic acids, he determines his place factor from

the following expression

K

in which Ke is one hundred tines the ionization constant of the unsub-

stituted acid and K is one hundred tines the constant for the substi-

tuted acid. Similarly the b, c, i, etc factors are determine! for

the^,^,y, 3tc positions.

This rule, however, does not conform with the more modern

theories concerning chemical reactions in general. Tt is a generally

accepted' fact that the tendency for any reaction to taxe place is

measured by the amount of free energy change. The second law of thermo-

iynamics gives the following expression as a measure of the free en-

ergy of ionization
4 = free -eaec^y of ionization.

I ff. R T In K H the gas constant.

T = the absolute temperature

In K - the natural log of the

ionization constant

Since free energy is the measure of the tendency of any resec-

tion to occur and this is a logrithmic function any law which is not

so e -{pressed caainot be correct f*>* the reaction ionization.

i
sent

It is to be further noted that Ostwald s rule does not repre—

the influence of the new atom or group upon the ionization but rather
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. the ratio of the influence upon the ionization constant of all the

atoms in the substituted molecule to that of all of the atoms in the

unsubstit ate 1 molecule. It therefore icres not give a general place

factor which could be applied to all cases. 4ny rule to be generally

applicable must eliminate thi( influence of the other atom s in tne

molecule and at the same time be a free enegry function.

Michael following Van't Hoff and Qstwald announce! a scale

of combined influence in the following terms, "If we nanber a certain

carbon atona in any fatty compound irith a normal chain by the f igare

one, oar present {no^ledge of the combined aataal inflaenee between

this atom and the other? in the inoleoule is expressed by the follow-

ing scale of combined influence, the nxnb^r indicating the degree

of removal and the extent of influence ieoreasing in the orler given:

2-3-b-6-l-7-( 9-10-11 )--3. It is to be strongly emphasi se 1 that the

effect of any atoffl in the position 2 or 3 is far greater than that

of any similar atom less closely connected and in the case of atoms

farther removed mast be largely direct i.e. spatial.

dis method of numbering woald be illustrated by

JL— J* J" J ~ J" J" J — -i

3 3 7 6 5

This rule 'is derived from a study of tne space eionfi durations of

carbon atoms and the results of a number of chemical reactions.

Michael, however, without any justification has applied this reasoni ag

to cases where other atoms than carbon are' Involved thereby assuming

that these have the same space configuration which is of course un-

tenable. Is endeavors to justify these conclusions by a study of the
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chemical aril physical properties of the compound, as for example by

use of the Ostwald factor rule. It can be clearly seen that on account

of these errors Michael's rule fails to give a true scale of influence

for two reasons i.e. Firstly - One true measure of the influence of

an a-lom or group on the ionizing group must be a logarithmic function

of the ionization constant i»s*. a fres energy function. Secondly he

has not succeeiei in eliminating the effect of the other atoms" in the

molecule. The rule therefore cannot be generally applicable.

After examining the lata on a large number of negatively

substituted acils Deriok has propose! the following method of deter -

mining the place factor for any negative atom or group substituted

in a monobasic paraffins acid. 4Arv „ .

In tCo
= the natural log of tJJ \ tne

In Kq
X = —i—— - I ionization constant of the unsubsti-

ln K
tuted acid.

Ln K = the same for the substit iit&fls

asi d.

I f the place influence

The assumption is mads that the ionization constant is the

resultant of the influence of all the atoms in the molecule and that

these influences additively effect the free energy of ionization.

If then m* substitute an element or group into a compound

the change in the ionization constant is. wholly due to the difference

in the effects of the displaced hydrogen and the new substituent.

That the effect of a hydrogen is very small and therefore, sinoe it

occurs ad litively. may be neglected is seen from tne following table.





Name Formula. k. . Place factor.

1 Pentenic acid C>HsGa*Q3C0?a ID"
3

-4.333 -0.007

2 Pentenic acid CBaC!*»CHCHj>CO*>H 3.35 ID"
3

-4.475 *0.0095

3 Pentenic acid CH*-CH(CB*pC0i»8 2.09 I9~
3

-4.630 +0.024

1 fexeaic acid C a H7-CHC0>H 1,89 I0~
3
-4.724 +0.0395

2 Sexenic acid ff*HsCH-CHC9j»B0pH 3.64 I0'
3
-4.578 +0.057

3 Hexenic acii ^aTHCHlT]?) )?H 1.74 I0"
5
-4.753 +0.013

4 Hexenic acii CHj^CHlCIfe) 3GO3H 1.91 I0"
3
-4.713 +0..026

In this tab'J,e it is shown by the small place factors that

the influence of two hydrogens is very small. We are therefore justi-

fied in neglecting the influence of a single hydrogen in fornulating

the rule whose derivation is given below.

The influence,!, of all tfis atoms in the molecule of an elec-

trolyte 0eric'< defines as _ _
L = Influence

4 = the free energy of ionization
I I

X = — - —- — c? = the I as law constant
^ ^ n [

In K = the natural log of the

ionization constant

The specific influence of a given atom as for example the

i n *C chlorobutyr ic acii is defined as

lo<* Ko
I = - I Ehese logarithms are the common

log Kn - . ^ , . J.,or Bfciggs Logarithms.

The season for the subtraction of unity was the iesire to free the

influence of the given substituent fron that of the other atoms in

the molecule. The other atoms ( 3H3CH3OHCO39 ) in tchlorcoutyric

acii iiffer from the atoms in b utyric acii by a single hydrogen which

is neglected. The influence of all the atoms in butyric acid according





to the above ratio is unity ani furnishes the reason for subtracting

unity in the above expression. The following example will make this

clear.

Acid. fc. *

Butyric I. 06 I0~
5

-4.30?

^CChlorobutyric 1*39 I0~ -8.857

Influence of all the atoms, in Butyric aoii : Influence of all the

atoms in ^Cchlorobutyric aci 1 = -4.307 -2.857.

Now making the value for the unsubstitute 1 acid equal to one ani

subtracting we get •

4. 307 2.357 :: 1.632 : I 1 . 632 - I
= 0.632

Phis gives 0.632 as the^echlorine place factor.

Since this methoi is basei on the expression A - R T In K it is

a free energy function ani as such furnishes a true measure of the

place influence of tne new substitaant. Furthermore the influence of

the other atoms in the molecule has been eliminate i which makes the

rule perfectly general in its application. Ths general application

of the factors can be seen from the following table.

acii K log K Factor.

fcchloroaeet ic 1

.

06 10" 3
-2.80967 0. 6330

^chloroprop ionic 1.47 10" 3
-2.33263 0. 7033

«*chlorobutyric L39 10" 3
-2.35603 0. 6326

•cbromoacet ic 1.33 10" 3
-2.360 12 0. 6530

x oromopropionic 1.03 10" 3
-2.06653 0. 63 1

2

flCbromobutyric 1.06 10' 3
-2.04460 0. 6150
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It is at onoe apparent that the «cchlorine factor is the same

regardless of the acid from which it is obtained. The variations in

the values are not greater than the errors in determining the constants

of the iciis from which the values are derived. The same holds true

for theobromine factor. These exa-noles are but a few of the many that

are at hand
9
to show that the place factor for a substituent is the

same regardless of the acid acids which are asei in its calculation.

There is another and mosrt important correlation which can be

derived from the place factors for the various substit lents. Dhis is

the Rule of Thirls and is illustrated in the table below.

Acid k . log K pLace fa

« ^hlorobutyric 1 . 39 IJ"
3

-2.357 0. 3325

|$ chlorobutyric 1.34 I3'
5

-4.0i9 3. 13 73

ychlorobutyric 3.00 !)" 5
-1.523 0. 0627

^chlorobutyric 2:04 \y
5

-4*690 0. 0229

4n inspection of the factors listed aoove -vill show that

each succeeding factor is approximately one third of the one preced-

ing it. i.e. the approximate ratio is oc : p> : y : 6 s 0.6925 : . 1 373 ::

III „ . . ,

D.D627 :' 0.0229 -
I

:— :
_

:
—

. The olace lactor, tnen, diminisnes
3 3 27

by one third for each CTdg group between tne s.ibstituent and the ionjr-,

izing group. This rule of thirds has been tested out for the elements

and groups chlorine, bromine, iodine, hydroxy!.,, and phenyl and holds

fairly accurately for each.

This rule gives us a simple means of determining the position

of a: known group in an normal chain acid. Supoose for example a new

chlorinated aci 1 had been prepared and that molecular weight and analy-
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sis showed that it was a four carbon normal acid. The ionization con-

stant couli be quickly determined by means of indicators.. .
This with

the knowm constant for butyric acii and the <*chloritte place factor

from any acid, could, be used to determine the position of the chlorine'

by means of the rule o t thirds. For example suppose the new acid to

have a constant of 3.00*10"°. The constant for butyric acid is 1.56-10
5

and from these the place factor is .0327. The occhlorine factor is 3.6325

as shown by several determinations. Dividing this by nine we get as.

the factor for the new substituent the value 0.0755 which is sufficient-

ly accurate to at once give the Y position to the chlorine. The new

acid is then established as ycnloro butyrio acid, if the Ost^ald factor

rule is usel to determine the oosition of the substituent it is neces-

sary to have previously determined the a* b, c, d, etc factors..





SYNTHESES OP )f ACSTOBUTYRIG ACID.





This acid was first prepared by Fittig and Wolff
10

in 1382.

They prepare:! it by the hydrolysis of OCacetyl glataric ester. Numer-

ous other investigators have sdace prccparei it either directly or

incidentally and references to the most important o p these till be

found in the bibliography. In 1889 Sentley ani D erkin'' prepared and

carefully characterized it. Such of its properties as have been deter-

mined in the present investigation have cheeked theirs in every detail.

Vorlanier and Schilling ^determined its ionization constant in 1889.

Their r3<sults are taibularted later in this: article.

Urcong the methods of oreparation used the most important and

successful is the one discribed in detail below. This was the method

used by all of the above mentioned investigators, it has also been

prepared by the oxidation of t he correspond], ig alcohol,' and, among

Cfls-CH-GHa
other methods, oy the oxidation of methyl oentanon, 3ri» „ .= ,

which in turn tfas prepared from methylene iodide and the sodium salt

of aoetoacetio es.ter.

Another method of preparation is by the hydrolysis of di-

hydroresorcin by long boiling with barium hydroxide. The dinydro-

resoroin is> prepared by boiling a dilute solution of resorcin for

twenty hours with two percent sodium amalgam during which time the

alkalinity is kept down by oaasing in a slow stream of carbon-di-oxide.

The product is then extracted frith ether and is finally hydrolized.

This method was attempted but as in each case either no reduction was

obtained or it went too far and ohenols resulted it was abandoned.

An electro synthesis U3;ing potassium ethyl malonate and the

potassiun salt of laevulinic acid was also attempted. The theory i-a
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that the anions lose 00 2 when their charges are neutralized at the

electrodes and will then unite -#ith eaohother or with other radicles

present. The following possibilities result.

H5 2-0-0=0 HbC2-C=0

042 = &Ha * C02
K + 1 - 1

0=0-0

t * 0H3-00-(042>3-^ = 0H 3-00-0H ?-a4 3 +00 2

CH3-00-042 -0 I2 + .|i2-CO-0-0 2 -ls= 0H3-C0-0d2-04 2-04 2-0000 2 H 5

yaoetyl butyrio aoid eater

043-00-OH 2-OH2 + 043-00-0^-^2 = 04 3-Q0-(042 ) 4-00-04 3

Diaos tyl bataae

CgHs-0-CO-CHg 042-CO-:)-0 2 H5= 2 4 5 -0-00- (042 ) 2-0Q-0-0 2 45

Diethyl suooinaate

The undesirable possibility as represented by the formation

of diethyl succinnate took pLace to a Very great extent and tho the

voltage, the concentration, and other factors .vera /aried in many ways

the method was. abandoned as unsuccessful. Numerous interesting prod-

ucts were formed and some of tnese were studied but lack of time pre-

vented much investigation.

THE METHOD 0? PREPARATION OF Y ACETYL BUTYRIC U0ID FOR

00 ^0 JOT 4:103 ME iSSBIMENTS?
4

The steps in this preparation are;-

!. The Dreparation of glyceric aci i by oxidation of glycerine.

2. The isolation and purification of glyceric acid by means of

its lead salt.

3. The preparation of ??l4.

4. The preparation of £ iodo orooionic acid from glyceric acii

and P^l4.





5, The esterification of the Piodo propionic acii.

6. The preparation of ^.acetyl glutaric ester by an acetoacetic

ester synthesis . -vtith jjioio propionio eater.

0* The hydrolysis of * acetyl glutaric ester to form yacetyl

butyric acii thru the loss of COg.

3. The purification of y acetyl butyric acii by distillation

in vacuum and by the crystallisation of its lead salt from absolute

alcohol.

The Preparation of Glyceric Acid.

Glyceric acid is prepared by oxidizing |lycerene with fum-

ing nitric acid. This was done by placing 50 grams of glycerine and

50 cc. of water in a flask, mixing thoroly, cooling, and then adding

33 cc. of fuming nitric acii (So. 3r. I .52) taking care that the two

liquids do not misc. If mixing ocjurs a violent reaction accrompanied

by the copious evolution of tUOg results and tners is considerable

danger of the formation of nitro ,"lyoerene. This danger is entirely

prevente 1 by cooling. During the first ten or fifteen hours the action

will be raoii if the temperature is not Kept too low. It is best to

not keep the temperature much lower than is necessary to prevent vio^

lent reaction as if this is done the action is likely to become vio-

lent during the night when it is inconvenient to have it taken care of.

If a moderately raoid action is permitted for the first day the layers

will have comoletely mixed by night and if then a large quantity of

ice is placed in tne cooling water the mixture may safely be allowed

to stand over night without attention. The vi'oorous- ^ei:ction frequent-

ly is noted the second day if ice is not aiiei occassionally. After
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three or four days all evidence of reaction have disappears 1.

Larger quantities of glycerene may be used in one container and in

several oases as auah as 150 grams was used.. It was also found con-

venient to use tall narrow bearers 'instead of flasks. Former instruc-

tions have said to allow the oxidation to continue for five days but

in the present work this was not found to give increased yields.

After the oxidation is complete the mixture is diluted with

about an eqmal volume of water and then concentrated- on tne waiter

bathto a thick syrup. During this time considerable amounts of fumes

are usually evolved. The acid is then diluted again and boiled with

a slight excess of leal carbonate. This farms the lead salt which is

moderately soluble and can be crystallised out after concentrating

the solution... 4s this lead salt is hydrolized by boiling and precip-

itates a lead oxide which does not lissolve again it is necessary

to constantly have an excess of lead carbonate present. It is neces-

sary to avoid too great an excess, however, as the hydroxyls of the

glyceric acid combine with lead giving * salt which cannot be dissolved

in water. The lead glycerate can be reorystaOlized from water but this

may be ommittei if it is light brown in color, ^rrero'
5

reports the

formation of considerable amounts of oxalic acid which crystallized

out on standing. This was not experienced by the writer.

The lead salt was trecr/statUsed fro™ water and then disslv-

ed in hot water and just enough sulfuric acid added to decompose it.

After filtering off the lead sulfate the glyceric acid is concentrated

to a specific gravity of 1.25, Yiell, 445 cc from 1 300 ^ of glycerene.

The °rsparation of P$l4»

This was orspared by the* union of the calculated amounts of





the elements in oarbon disulfide aolution. It is isolate by distil-

ling off a part of the solvent and cooling which causes a copious pre-

cipitate of bright red plates.. These can be filtered off on ^lass wool.

It is well to remove the OSj as completely as possible as it later

causes a very offensive oior when the ??U is used. The yield is

quantitative.

The Preparation of |£ io lo Propionic Acid.

The glyceric aci 1 was treated with P?U in the ratio, I43cc.

glyceric acid (Sp.3r* 1.52), 55 cc. of water and 275 gram* of D ?l4.

This was done in a flask with a reflux able to handle lar^e volumes

of vapor. The Pj>l4 is added in 25 to SO fram oorfcions and the reaction

soon becomes violent if not moderated by cooling* Occasionally luring

the reaction the mass becones very black and viscous out clears to a

light brown when more Ppl4 is ad lei. After the iodide has all been

added- the flask is heated for half an hour and then allowed to cool

which causes it to become semisolid with. crystals of the |&iodo orop-

ionic acid. After filtering (using ?lass wool) the liquid is evaporated

for another yield of crystals. This can be continued until it is prac-

tically pure phosphoric acid. Phe jSlolo propionic acid is then purified

by crystallisation from li^roin (B.P< uo to 33°). If the crystals are

already white and pure looking this may possibly be omitted if the

ester is distilled later tho in every case during this work the crys-

tallization was carried out. L°. 32
a

.. Yield, 233 grams recrystallized

acid from 245 cc. of glyceric acid. Phe reaction can be illustrated

COOK 30CH POOH C00H

JhOH HI _ HC-I + H?0t HI - HCH
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gsteri float ion ofPlodo Propionic Icid;

This is accomplished by dissolving the acid in absolute.

-

alcohol ( I J J grams in 250 oc.) and saturating the solution with iry

hydrogen chloride fas. lifter standing half an hour it is poured into

a large quantity of water after which the ester is separate! and

then dried with anhydrous solium solfat9. It can be purified by dis-

tillation iinier re luce 1 pressure but this was not ione for the pres-

ent work. Yield of ester, 06 grams from 100 grams of acid.

The Reparation of the OC Acetyl Olutaric Sster.

One mole of sodium (9*9 grams) is dissolved in a large

excessof absolute alcohol (130 grams) under a reflux condenser. To

the well cooled solution one mole ( 55 grams) of acetoacetic ester

is added and soon after one mole ( 05 grams) of piodo propionic ester.

•Heat is evolved and the liquid becomes nearly hot enough to boil.

After standing half an hour the flask is placed on tne crater bath for

an hour. A considerable precipitate of s.odium iodide is formed. The

reaction mixture is then poared into mater which.causes - the ^acetyl

glutaric ester to s?cparate in large globules. Tne whole mixture is

extracted with ether and the extract dried over night irith sodium

.sulfate. After distilLing off th?t ether tne ester i>: distilled under

reduced pressure. It distills at 165" to 170° at 23-24 mm., pressure.

The yield is 60 grams of distilled ester from 100 grams of filodo

propionic ester. The reactions are:-

COOCfHs COOCgHs COOOgHs

}

:

z CH CHI

00 ^ZT C0H + NaOCgHs f 308a + CgHsOH

CHa is
'

' 2H3
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C00C 2 d 3 0000 2 H3
+ 80S

CJB-CO-CHaCHa
i

- ?H2

?
H 2

+ I I CON a

ri 3 C ^3

COOC?Hs
+ HOH GOO 4

i C2HsOH

Ths hydrolysis of aCAcetyl Olutaric Ester.

This taces Dlace according to the last reaction above. The

purified ester is treated with twice its volume of one to two hydr-

chlorio acid and boiled for five hours. The tvro layers soon disap-

pear and considerable 00? is evolved, kfter five hours^the liquid

is nearly saturatedj while warmywith ammonium sulfate and allowed to

cool which causes the seoaration of considerable yacetyl butyric

acid. The whole mixture is extracted to exhaustion with ether, dried

with sodium sulfate, the sther evaporated off, and the acid distil-

led in vacuum. ?or the distillation a leryke pump was used and a

vacuum of two millimeters maintained. The yield is 25 grams of acid

from 60 i^rams of X acetyl jlutario ester.

of the constant boiling distillate was converted into the lead salt

by boiling with an excess of lead caroonate. This lead salt is ex-

ceedingly soluble in water and therefore oamot be readily crystal-

lized from it. Therefore the boiling mentioned above was, after fil-

tering, < continued in a vacuum until the volume was reduced to about

50 cc. Then a quantity of absolute alcohol was added and evaporation

continued in vacuum with occasional renewal of the alcohol till

nearly all of the solvent was removed. The object of adding the

As distillation does not yield a pure product the whole
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alcohol was to as.sist in removing the water at as Low a temperature

as possible and at no time whs a temperature higher than 75° attain-

ed. The resulting slash of crystals and aloohol was removed and suck-

ed dry in a 3uchner funnel. This leal salt was recrystallized several

times from absolute alcohol taking care to vash the crystals thoroly

with ether after each cryatall ization. The mother liquors were in

each case worked up for the salt dissolved in them.

The salt was them dissolved in a small amount of water and

slightly less than the required amount of sulfuric acii added to

the solution. After filtering the solution fas extracted with purified

ether and after drying, ani then distilling off the ether the acid

was distillei under two millimeters pressure taking care to run the

distillation slowly. }onsi lettable trouble was experienced on account

of the rubber stoppers contaminating the acii. This was finally over-

come by using corks. Leaks in the apparatus were closed up with a

mixture prepared by dissolving old rubber stoppers in rosin till the

resulting product is gtliEs&st brittle when cold. For a list of boiling

points of the acid see below. •

Even after the above purification the acid gave a slightly

cloudy 0.32 normal solution whicn the writer? believes to be due to

a non ionic impurity as will be discussed later.

Physical Constants and Derivatives of the Acid.

Meltin? point I3
9-14°. toiling ooint. Pressure.

It readily forms a hydrate ugon standing 274° -275° 763 mm

l35°-230° 65 mm
in air. This melts at 3o -36 . The ethyl

I 73 - I 72 23 mm

ester boils at 221°. The amid melts at 114°. I53°-I52° 3 mm

1
22*-

1
23°

I mm
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tfae oxime melts at l$4*«IQ§* and the semioarbasone at I73°-I74°.

The solium salt is reported as being an oil ani the potassium salt

is semisolid. All of the salts (Ca, Zn, Mt K, Pb) are very soluble

in water out the silver salt, which crystallizes oat on oool;n^.





HDUCTIVITY IPPASATUS i$D DETERMINATION





As it was desired to work with an accuracy of a tenth of

a percent all apparatus was calibrate! with this in mind. The con-

ductivity method used was that of {ohlrausch using pipette cells,

alternating current and a modified Wheat stone bridge.

The 'U ass ware.

AIL the flasks, pipettes and other* glassware used was of

the best Jena glass and were steamed for at least thirty six hours

before use. Most of it had been used for no other purpose for sev-

eral years.

- The Balance and Weights.

The balance was sapable of weighing to a twentieth of a

milligram.. The weights .vere carefully checked against each other

I 3

ailing the method of Richards and then against a set calibrated oy

the bureau of standards.. The errors vere in all cases very small but

were tabulated and all weights corrected for these 3rrors.

The I
1 her nos tat.

This was a six liter Dwar 3ulb completely open at one end.

It was placed in -a Large glass cylinder eoflered with asbestos. Uni-

form temperature was assured by yi'getfous stirring with a siphon rotory

stirrer actuated oy a water motor. 4 thermometer reading to five

thousanths of a decree vas used to iefcermins the temoerature which

was kept at 25° by means of a small electric heater made of nicrome

wire wound on a strip of clay plate.

The Conductivity Water

The still used for the preparation of the conductivity

water was built of copper and hai a capacity of thirty two liters.
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The ©onienser was a spiral coll of olock tin pioe in a small copper

tank provided with overflow ralves and outlets to rs-gulatts the amount

of iratter ani so control the amount of con iensat ion. The conienser

was arttached to the still thru a fractionating tower of sufficient

lamgth to prevent foam from being carried over with the steam. The

heat was: supplied by means of a slosed staam coil.

The method of prsparation was to fill the still with dis-

tilled water to which was added two hundeed cubic centimeters of a

solution of one hundred grams of potassium hydroxide and si* grams

of potassium permanganate in a liter of water* After heating to

boiling the water* was allowed to stand overnight. The following

morning about halfi the contents of the still were distilled off and

rejected as containing practically all of the ammonia of the original

water. The remainder of the distillate wm: collected in bottles which

had been used for no bther purpose for several years. During the

collection the staam was: only partly condensed so the vater was never

exposed to the air of the laboratory but was collected in an atmos-

phere of steam. After filling, the bottles were covered with steamed

tinfoil and this covered by inverting a lipless beaker over the neck

of the bottle. 3y these means it is usually possible to orepare water

ranging from 3.6*1$
6

to 0.3 X I3
6

in conductivity and such water was

obtained at rare intervals. for some unknown reason very great dif-

ficulty was experienced in obtaining water of sufficient purity. One

known difficulty was the irregularity of the steam pressure sppplied

which made it impossible to prevent the outside air from coming in

contact with the water during collection. Also occassional!;/ a film
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of oil was: no ted on the water after collection iniioa.ting that some

volitile impurity was present in the original iistillei water. So

much time was lost in ineffectual attempts to 90 t?,i<n .oure water as

to seriously ielay the work.

The Bridge.

This was of the iruffl type and was constructed by the Leeds

3torthrup company.'* The wire which was four hundred and seventy cen-

timeters Ion?, was. wouhi on a marble drum fifteen centimeters in iiasi-

eter. The pitch of the sniral in vhich it was #ounl was exactly t he

same as that of the screw on trhich the hood oarrying the contact

point revolved. The contact was made by a platinum point on an es-

pecially constructed spring and was very satisfactory. The position

of the contact was read by means of a graduate i glass: mounted in

front of v. graduated riiUe on the" revolving hood, 'tori 7,0 ntal lines

on the 'iiass permitted reading complete revolutions, fractions of

revolutions were by means of a vertical line on the glass and the

graduations on the hood. These were so arranged that it was easily

possible to estimate the thousanths of a revolution. With a good

minimum in the receiver it .vas possible to get check readings within

two thousanths of a revuLution or tvo ten tnousanths of the total

length of the .vire.

The bridge was very carefully calibrated by checking it

against esoecially constructed standarl resistances owned by the

Physics, department. The minimums for this calibration were obtained

by a very sensitive potentiometer and results more accurate than
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a tenth of a percent were easily obtained*, ?rom twenty to twenty

five points wers determined for easil revolution of the bridge near

the oentetf which was the point at which all readings were taken

when the bridge was in use. These corrections were plotted on coor-

dinate paper and ill bridge readings referred to them for correction.

The Resistance Bo*.

This was of the traveling plug type and was composed of

four banks of resistances of one, ten, one hundred, and one thousand

ohms respectively, there being nine coils to each bank. By means of

these' any resistance from one to nine thousand nine hundrel and nine-

ty nine could oe obtained. This box was checked up against standaris

as was discribed for the bridge. The errors were found to be less

tba:n a tecnth oercent in most cases but ,vere tabulated and applied

wherever significant.

The current .vis supplied by a small induction coil of high

frequency. The mini mums were obtained by a telephone reciever espec-

ially constructed for the purpose, Dccassionally a capacity was in-

troduced either across the call or the bos for the purpose of dimin-

ishing the noise.

The Cells.

These were of the pipetts< type. The acid cell had a capacity

of about ten cubic centimeters. The electrodes were about two centi-

meters in diameter and a millimeter fapafct. They were platinized accord-

ing to the method given in Tower Phis consists in thoroly cleaning

the cell with nitric acid and! then wrath hot alkali to remove grease.

The cell is then filled with a three percent solution of platinic
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ohloriie containing twenty five ten thousanths of a percent of lead

acetate. The current from two storage cell is passed thru the solution

and re^ulats-i by means of a reostat so that the stream of bubol^s

evolved does not become too rapid. A fine velvety deposit of platinum

black soon makes its appearance on the oathode. The current is frequent-

ly reversed iuring the course of about twenty minutes so that both

electrodes are covered with a firmly adhering deoosit of platinum

black. The cell is then washed out and filled urith a dilute sulfuric

acid solution an 1 the current again passed for twenty minutes with

fSequent reversals. This removes occluded chlorine which would other-

wise be very difficult to remove. Finally distilled water was slowly

passed thru it for several, days.

The constant of this cell was next determined. The constant

of a cell depends upon the size and distance between the electrodes

and is the ratio betveen these factors and those of a standard cell

which would read specific conductances direct- Such a cell would

have its entire volume enclosed between electrodes one centimeter

square and one centimeter apart.

The constant ofi a cell is determined ay means of a potas-

sium chloride solution of definite strength which has been prepared

from very carefully prepared potassium chloride. The actual specif-

ic

ic conductance of such a solution nas oeen determined by Kohlrausch.

The conductivity of this solution ii: measursd in the unknown cell

and the cell constant determined from the equation L = 01 in which

L is the specific conductance of the solution, L is its conductanc3i

in the unknown cell and C is the cell constant.





As cell III* the constant of which had been checked many

times. *as at hani, this was used as u mean:; of checking up the new

cell. An approximately hunire.lt h normal solution of potassium

chloride was made and its conductivity very carefully determined

in cell III. The conductance of this solution .vas then determined

in the new cell and fron the resulting data the celL constant was

determined. A part of the data is tabulated below-

Cell III Unotfn cell) Cell IV (unknown cell)

_ 3
Brides readings readings. LB 10 Bridge

Solution number one.

-
. !

.

'
6733

33

5734

5735

5736

5532

5531

5530

5443

5446

5446

5195

5 1 95

5 I 93

571 I

5713

5712

5570

5570

5570

5436

5434

5432

35

37

41

1.407

1.403

407

407

5736

573o

4397

4393

439 3

o224

o22 4

o22l

Solution number two.

33

35

37

1.416

1.415

1.415

5778

5 774

5776

5573

5574

5574

5213

52 I 2

o2IO

iox

35

41

44

35

38

44

Cell constant.

0.06772

0.06770

0.06777

0.06730

0.06776

0.03773
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?rom the above lata ani other determinations the constant

of cell If
T was determined to be 3.06776 ail variations being with-

in a temth of a percent.

The water cell (Number I) had a capacity of* aoout thirty

cubic centimeters:. The electrodes were not platinized ani were

about three« centimeters in diameter ani somewhat less than a milli-

meter apart. The constant of this cell was also determined iiy the

method iisoribed for cell IV. A part of the data is tabulated below.

Known cell (III). Unknown Cell (17).

Bridge:. 3ox L*I0~
4

. Bridge 3o* Cell constants.
3 (averages* J

5424 5744 130 0.0 1060

5427 470 IJ 179 5560 140 0.0 1050

5300 150 0.01060

5033 170 0.01064
5363

5363 430 I. I 177

537 1

5323

5322 400 I. I 13 1

Average = 0.0 1061

THE DITERMINAflOB OF THE CONDUCTIVITY OF J ACETYLBUTYSIC ACBID.

411 solutions, are calculated on the basis of a normal sol-

ution bein? one in which there is dissolved one ^ram molecular weight

of the acid in one thousand ^rams of the solution. All dilutions

were made by weight. A Dortion of the solution to be diluted was

ooured into a flask of known weight whicn had just been rinsed with

it and the flask and solution weighed. The amount of water required

to make the desired dilution was calculated and then weighed into

the flask. In these weighings an accuracy of a tenth of a rfram or
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even in some cases a twentieth of a gram was maintained. The amounts

required Cor the various solutions are given below. These are cal-

culate! from the molecular formula CeHioOa using 1^1 I atomic weights.

The molecular weight of the acii is 133.03.

Normality Trams of acii require! to make 1333 grams

of solution.

0.02 2.60 16

3.3 !
1 . 3008

3.3075 0.0576

0.0050 0.6504

0.0025 0. 3252

0.0010 0. 13303

0.00075 . 00756

0.00050 Q. 06504

0.33025 0.03252

0.000 10 0.0 13003

In ths< course of a determination two 0.02 N solutions are

neighed out and their conductances determined. If these checked one

of them was held in reserve while the other was used to preoare two

O.0I "\ solutions. If these checked one was held in reserve ani the

other used to prepare two 0.0075 -1 solutions. This process was con-

tinued until 0.0001 y was reached or the solutions failed to check-

In this case the reserve solution was used to or^ipare a third dil-

ution. In some cases the volumes became too small to weigh accurate-

ly. In this case the reserve solutions of higher concentrations

were diluted directly to lower ones thereby giving a large volume

of the dilute solution. 411 solutions were kept in steamed Jena

flasks stoppered with "iorks covered with tin foil. It was noted that

in every cass the 0.0 2 solution and even in some cases the 0.01

solution was slightly opalescent.





The conductance of the solutions was ©aloulateq by means

of the equation

| a ) K
^ = the specific conductance

L = — — K = the cetll constant
a k

1 f the resistance from the

standard box.

a = the bridge reading

From the specific conductance

L =

1 000

can be calculated form the equation

2 = the concentration.

A = the <ao£ar conductance

at the concentration C

Conductance Determinations on X^oetyl Butyric Acid.

0.010

0.0075

0.0050

0.0035

0.00 10

0.0007 5

0.00050

0. 00025

0.000 10

L for the water

1 . 7660 17.6640 1.247089 0.73 X I0*
6

1.52244 20.3252 1.303034 0.3 X I0"
6

1.2366 • 24.7320 1.303250 0.0 X I0"
6

0.36041 34.4162 1
.536763 0.03 X io"

s

0.o2733 52.7330 1 .722083 0.03 x
| I0"

6

0.45202 60.0363
'

1.778775 1.07 X I0"
6

0.36123 72.2543 1
.863864 0.06 X io"

6

0.24529 03. I 167 1.00 1743 1.00 X I0~
6 *

0. 14 145 141.4660 2 . 150652 1. 13 X 10
*

* Phese values are of Joubtf ul aocuraoy.
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The mathmatical ani other methods of testing the precision

of conductivity measurements have been highly developed in the past.

Until ths present, however, there* has: been no method of detecting

constant errors- Owing to tnis fact a great part of the work which

has been lone in the past is of littbc more than qualitative sig-

nificance

Derick has recently evelved a method of calculating ^from

the data for any two concentrations which is capable of the widest

application and serves not only as a means of detecting constant er-

rors bat also as a test of the precision of a set of measurements.

Furthermore it enables one to determine the direction and approxim-

ate extent of an error in \ for a given solution.. Used in connection

with Kohlrausch's rule for determining the Vo value for weak

organic electrolytes of modentely high molecular weight it furnish-

es a means of calculating the true value for \£rom one which is

only approximately correct.

hold rigorously for the electrolyte under discussion. This of course

is never attained but the deviation of weak electrolytes and, for

the lower concentrations , of transition electrolytes from this is:

in mos.t cases less: than tine experimental error.

Its derivation assumes the the ideal mass lav: constant to

4*

K = the mass law constant

°C = th e degree of dissociation

X f the 'molar conductance at the concent rat ion
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= the conductance at infinite dilution.

Now since i is a constant and holds for all concentrations

we may equate the values for two concentrations which giveS the

following expression,
_ AUa _cM

" U l -C,A?
It is then possible to calculate Ao from the data for any

two concentrations. The customary method of determining^© by means

of the sodium salt i.e. Xoroooh
=

^•RCOONa * A# H*^ A© «»

will also give a vaiue/©£( . If these values do not check the pres-

ence of a constant error, which is commonly due to an impure acid,

is shown* He have then an absolute and a quick means of determining

the pres3(nce of consent errors.

Since the ideal mass law constant is assumed to hold

the elcetrolyte under discussion it is necessary, to know at what

concentrations this is most accurate and to what extent errors in

CA 1

and affect it. To obtain this the logarithmic form of K= . . .

A o l-V a j

is differentiated giving the following expression

As the concentration of the solution increases X approaches

zero as its limit;-- as it diminishes X approaches Xo ss its limit.

When X equals zero the ioove expression assumes the form

d k -oj d A dAol

\Vnen/\ equals Ao the expression assumes une form

dk
/<

-J i X _ dxo 1

I X U j
Since »M- is the variation i.e. "t-he fracticnal error

A

in k it can oe seen at once that this error increases in value as
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fche concentration decreases for under these conditions the error

in k is approaching infinity. Therefore as the concentration increases

the effect of an error in / and At decreases. The limit in this

direction is of course the highest concentration at which the elec-

trolyte obeys the ideal mass law sufficiently for the determination

in hand. This concentration is in most cases about 0.02 fi.

Since is usei as a means of detecting errors it is nec-

essiary to know at what concentratios! errors inXani/(, have the great-

est and least effects as ^eil as the extent of these effects. This

can be obtained as in tne case of the value for K by differentiating

the logarithmic form of the expression / p
- ^'j^l'c '

A*J
which gives,

cU cLX,
Two oases now arise i. e. when ——- and -—- ire of tne same

si^n and when they are of opposite 3-ign. In all cases 39 far tested

a and b were Df opDOsite sign and nearly equal to each other. If under

these conditions *^"" and *-*T~have tne same si-*n the accuracy of the

determination ofXo will be the same at any concentration. If on the

<LA[ <U
other hand "T"* i:ni "*r"* are of opposite si^n the a and b values become

A Ai

additive and as C is v. multiplying factor in each it is obvious

that the effect of errors in X and x(i on^ is least at the lowest

concentrations.





A 3RIfICAL STUDYJ3? THS SOHDttCTAHCS DATA FOR

acstyl butyric ACID.
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The value 377 for/ o was determined by Ostwaids rule and Kohl-
rausohs 1 aw

being the value given for an organic acid of 10 atoms. As the value for

CaproXis acid which is the corresponding unsubstituted aoid of the

same number of carbon atoms and that for laevulinie aoid which is the

next lower horaologue of yacetyl butyric acii is in each case 377

it is very likely that this value is nearly if not quite correct for

the< value given by the salt method.

The conductance lata obtained was not very accurate and the

calculated^ o was found to be of great service in determining which

value out of several possibilities, differing from one to three; tenths

percent, was the mo >t correct. This was done by checking the several

values for y\ for 0.0075 M solutions against a single 0.01 N value.

That value for X which gave calculated 4 o nearest 377 was chosen as

most correct. The various values of ^ for all of the other concentra-

tions were then* checked against the best 0.01 N / . In each case the

value chosen was the one which gave calculated^ « nearest 377. The

series chosen is: tabulate! below.

oncentration. A Log.

0.01 1 7 . 664 1.247030

0.0075 20.325 1.303034

0.0050 21.732 1 .303259

34.116 1 .536763

0.0010 52.733 1.722033

0.00075 60.086 1.7 7 b775

0.00050 72.254 J . 368864

0.00025 98. 1 17 1 .001743

0.000 10 1 4 1 . 446 2. 150652

The values obtained for calculated using

combinations of concentrations for the measurement of yacetyl butyric
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aoi.i are given below.

Conoentrat ions Caloulatei

0.01 ani 0.0375 40 1 .

8

0.0050 374.5

J , J J CO O ID, D

j « o^ i o 343 .

7

TOD 7^ 353.4

3o 1 .

6

• \J \J \J CjkJ 363.6

339.2

J. J J ID ani J . J JO J 353.2

. 3)025 337 -iOO 1 . Q

3. 33 13 335.9

0.00073 349.4

3. 33353 347.4

3.33325 363.3

3. 000 10 36 1 .

7

0,0050 ani Ov0O25 ^29 3Uu >7 . J

3.33 13 333.

3

3.333 75 343.3

3.30353 343.0

0.00025 363.2

0.00010 66
1

.

8

3.3325 ani 3.3313 335. 1

3. 333 75 356.4

3.33353 353.4

3. 33325 374.6

3.333 13 364.3

D 3 1 3 on-]
-All -I 3 50075 334.3

3.33353 393. 6

3 . 33325 333. 1

3.333 13 353. 6

0.00075 ani 3.33353 434.6

0.00025 333. 3

0.333 13 364. 3
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D. 00050 and 0.00325 434.3

0.00010 368.5

0.00025 ani 0.00010 354.7

iviuch ir.ioraa.oiorj developes from a oritical study of the above data.

In the first place all values, since all electrolytes of this type

are known to approximate the mass law in the form ^iven, should be

constant. The lack of this regularity shows that the data is neither
to the desired degree,

consistant nor accurate^" he fact that the values for the 0.00 1 M

solution are lower in each series and that ail values in the 0.001

series are irregular and unusual. shows at once that this solution is

in error and is Drobably of too low a concentration. The fact that in

only a few cases do the values rise above 365 ani that the average

is considerably below this clearly indicates that there is a constant

error which renders the solutions poorer in ionizing material than

should be the case for solutions of their supposed concentrations.

This fact taken in connection with the* opalescent solutions mentioned

earlier in this paper may be taken as an indication that there is a

rather difficultly soluble non ionic. Impurity present in the acid.

Another possible explanation is that possibly the acid may have taken

up some water thus forming tt»( hydrate which of course has a higher

molecular weight. Every precaution was taken to prevent this.. Still

a third possibility is that the anion may be hydrated thus increasing

its molecular weight and decreasing its conductivity.

An attempt was made to settle the question of the formation

of the hydrate in the following manner. 4 portion of the acid was

brot to 25° and then as quickly as oossible dissolved in water which





was also at 25°. the solution was place! in a cell at once and its

conductance determined as quickly as possible. The total time elaps-

ind between solution of the acid and the completed determinatioh of

the conductivity being one and a half ninutes. The conductivity was

redetermined at intervals for seveaal hour s- .There was i very slight

decrease in the conductivity luring the first two minutes but as this

was not greater than the experimental error of the experiment as pre-

formed in thii way it was decided that if the hydrate formed at all

its rate of formation was practically instantaneous.

Another modification of the ealcj.lated^values which is of

great service in determining the extent and direction of errors in/

is illustrated in the following table. Fnis data was obtained by

adding one tenth of a percent of its value to each/^ and calculating

a series of /(o * ilues using the 3.31 } \ to which first one tenth

Dercent was added and again from which one tenth percent had been

subtracted. Then a second set of values was calculated using/s from

which one tenth percent had been subtracted calculating these as before

against the 3.0 1 N value to one tenth percent had been added and from

which it had been subtracted, finally a third set was calculated using

the true ^ for the 3.3! '] s&lution and the others to which one tenth

percent was added and again with this amount subtracted, 'these six

series of/( sare tabulated below.

(See next page)

.
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Saloulated/oValues Using/( S With Plus an 1 Minus 0.011 Variations.

N. true^. D.OlWf* Ml*; D.01SX *0.01* 0.01-NX (unchanged)
i. 2. 5. 4.. 9. 6. 7. 3.

-».o 01 1 "i 01 ?i- J . J L — J . Jl y

J . J J / J.
101 3 37A 14 J 1 , 3 9 / O . ± 9n9 a 731 7 301 1 lOr. R

1 7 L • 1 )JLtl -t JO. 9 311 *7

J. J -D.J
' 3 74. A9/i.9 y / * • O 9 I J . 5 tui > / 9OU • O ± 1 -1 . O 911.9

346. 6 546* 7 522.9. 577.4 544.4 459.9 555.9

0.0010 540.7 540.9 529.2 55.0.9 353. 6 545.9 554.4

0.03173 59.5. 4 553.9 329.9 347.0 557.3 545.4 554.0

O.OOO9.O 551.6 551.9 560.4 -±27.0 55.0.2 553.9 547.3

0.00025 563. 6 569.9 564. 5 375.3 363.2 372.5 566.

7

0.30010 539. 2 526.2 524.0 365.4 565.1 -563.I 3o2. 7

It was shown that if th ; srrors inXaniXiare in the sa;ne

direction thsly practioally neutralize each other and oaleu&at

is let

9

r mine:! fdth the same accuracy regardless of the concentrat ion.

If, on the other hand, they are i n opposite directions their e f feet

on the sal a lated X<j greatly magnified and is iuuoh ^rearter at hi^hi-

sr sonoentrat ions.

In column sev !i ^U 1 "
1 j- obtained from 0.01SX unchanged

and the 0. 0079X + 3 * 01 1 is 106*5 while the actual X» is 401.8. This

shows a very small change tfhioh would indicate that the error s vere

in the same direction i.e. the actual error in the 3.0079 :\iX is a

positive error. In the next col aim is shown the effect of errors in

opposite direction. Here the value 511.7 is obtained this bein;5 a

decrease of ninety for a tenth of a percent variation. This very

olainly shows the great effect of errors in opposite directions at

hi^h concentrations and is fully in accord with the theoretical dis-

tions
cussion on page 23. The other oossibility with errors in opposite direc

is shown in column five where for a variation of a tenth percent

in each^ with the errors in opposite directions the very high value

791.7 is obtained which is a.^ain in accord with the theory.
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very small effeot of errors at the lo*er concentrations is shown

by the small variations in the Sal dulat ed Ao& for the 1.0001 solution.

The values here show scarcely any variation even when the errors ire

Bade in opposite directions as in columns five, six, seven, and sight.

This again agrees flfith the deductions on page 23. A further illustra-

tion of the diminished sensitivity at lower concentrations is given

in the table below, ^h°. a and b values here are the ones devel-

oped on page 28 by differentiating the expression for^ . The Jiffer*

emtial takes the form ""
Â * a~ +0 — and the values given

below are calculated by evaluating the respective expressions for

a and b which are given on oage 28.

Nj. a. b.

O.OO'/o -2££56 273. 93

0.0030 - 96. 623 97. 6-32

0.002- • - 36. 323. 37. 321

0. 0010 ' - lu. 963 16. 963

0.0007? - 13.362 14.418

0.0003.0 - 5.9755 10.976

0.00023 - 7. U7 3. 2313

0.00010 - 3.2620 4.1960

The large values for a and b at the higher concentration

show the sensitivity of the/© ealeulat ion for these concentrations.

It can >e seen at once that ii —7— and —;— were or opposite sign
A. At

the a and b woul I be added which would give calculated Xo a far

greater sensitivity for errors in opposite directions at the high

concentrations.

If however •

, and of the same sign the fact that
A At

a and b are of opposite sign makes them practically neutralise

each other which causes the sensitivity of calculated /©to be nearly





the same at all concentrations.

Since the true value for iU is Known to be 577 from the salt

methol COstwalds rale) it is. possible to calculate the actual . error?

in the various/ values from the expression a f D ^
This is lone as follows: Let "T* be the error in 0.01 N A an:

be the error in the / for the 3.03^ ;i solution. Similarly let -j—
A,

be the errors in each of the/s below 3.01 R successively. It is pos-

sible to get the value of the error in Xo at once by iividing the

difference between the trueX* ( 3.77) and the one obtained* by 577. .

It is oossible in this way to get an equation which has two unknowns

in it. By using the next concentration i.e. 3..0075 *o obtain another

expression involving one of the unknowns out at the sane time intro-

duce a third" unknown i.e. the error in the 3.0025 solution.. The

third 1 expression necessary for the solution ofthese three unknowns is

Obtained ny calculating the .'a lues of a and b for the combination

0.00^0 and 3.002;? and making the third expression from them by use

of the ^ calculated from them. The calculations are given below

3.01 and 3.005

d/a 577-574.9—-— = - -3. ") )oo-;l* the negative si-'n is 4iven because
<o 577

the value of/qwas too low and beoaruse when substituted later it was

found to be the correct |ign.

a f-96. 628 b = 97.652 (see page 54)

dt A d+i
Let % = ~X~ : - A/

Substituting these values into the expression at the top of the cage we

get -3.3366311 = -96.623X+ 37.832X Jt





Similarly we get for the combination 0.01 ani 0.0025 the expression

-0.030637 * -36. 325 X + 37.321X3 X 3 = error in 0.0025

^

Now making use of the combination 0.0050 and 0.0025 and the

a ani b calculated for it we get as the third expression

-0.12520 = -53.703X? + 59. 702X 3

We now nave three simultaneous equations and can solve "or the three

unknowns. In a similar manner using the values of a and b for

the 0.01 series (page 34) and the corresponding Rvalues we can

obtain the errors in all of the
fe.

These are the actual errors ani

their calculation is made possible bjz the assumption of the accuracy

of the Ostwald rule in calculating

/

c . (see page 29).

Actual Srrops in L .

a. ^ Errors.

0.010 17.664 + 0.022152

0.0075 20.3252 + 0.022100

0.0050 24.732 + 0.021363

0.0025 .34.4162 + 0.0 1043

0.0010 52.733 - 0.027077

0.00075 60.0363 + 0.0 16185.

0.00050 72.25 43 + 0.013903

0.00025 93. I 167 * 0.021504

0.000 10 14.1. 466 + 0.0 14836

It is at once noticeable that the 0.00 1 solution which has been

irregular in every calculation is now sho^vn to have it?: error in the

opposite direction which esjolains its anomolous behavior.

There is another way in which the expression Xo
~ ^ *i

can be used to indicate the extent and direction of errors in f\ .

This is done by making the errors in A and /|f which are expressed

CU dAt
oy and —"j^ respectively, equal to first plus and then
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minus a tenth of a percent and from the resulting equation calculating

the value of -M^ The value which this *ives for the error will se
AO

the same as the error calculated from the value 377 for Xoif "the

error in the work is actually a tenth of a percent. If this is not the

case the extent and direction of the variations will be an indication

of the errors in the vork. jjhere are four oairs of calculations. The

first is made assuming an error of + 0. \

i in the O.OlA^ and an error

of + "3. K in the remaining >\ s. The second is assuming a plus error

in the 3.01% and minus errors in ihe other ones, similarly two calcu-

lations are made when 0.01 is given a minus error. The results of these

(U
calculations appear in the columns headed —.— . The results in the

A

columns headed 'actual are derivei by dividing the difference oetween

the calculated Xo for that concentration in the 0.0 1 series and the

true A* value by the value of true A % .vhich is 377, i.e. they are the

actual fractional er^or^: in/ft .

1* O.OI/+0. \% and other *Q-. \ t 0.01A+ o. % and other

actual actual

0.007o 0.00362 -0.0632 -0.55434 -0 . 346

0.0050 0.00 100 0.0028 -0. 19426 -0 . 1 62

0.0025 0.00009 0.001! -0.0 7365 -0.605

0.00 10 0.01607 0.0007 -0.0329 -0.334

0.00075 0.00 103 -0.0407 -0.0273 -0.066

6.00050 0.00 100 0.0003 -0.0200 +0.025

0.00025 0.00 103 . 0035 -0.0154 -0.0 1 14

0.00010 0.00033 -0.0333 -0.0075 -0.0440

(for the remainder of the table see next page)
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8. 3.3 14- 3.1 % and other + . 0. \% o.o iK- o.M shy -

} nt hpr —D

actual ii-
A

act ual

0.0075 3.5543 0.07 1 -3.00362 —3 . 266

0.00 53 3. 13426 0.231 -0.00 100 -0.0147

0.00 25 3.07365 0.0744 -0.00099 0.214

0.00 10 0.03203 0.0238 -0:0 1695 -0.0062

0.00 075 0.02773 -0.0 131 -0.00 106 -0.0 442

0.00 050 0.02005 0. 1360 -0.00 100 o.oti 1

0.00 .0 25 . 1 o33 0.3141 -0.00 103 -0.00 16

0.000 10 0.00746 3.3731 -0.00393 0.0700

The above lata jrould -?ive snoti information if, a critical

study oould be male of.it. There is however some uncertainty concern-

the choice of the sign of the error as -worked out by this ani the

methoi given before this ani therefore a iiscussion of the above is

omitted. These tables are inserted here more as a suggestion for

future study than as a statement of fact.

The Water Correction.

This is a much debated question and until more data is avail-

able it cannot be settled. If the impurity in the conductivity water

is carbon di oxide as it probably is then it seems likely that this

correction ought not to be subtracted from the conductivity of an acid

but should oe subtracted from the conductivity of a salt.

In the work presented above the correction has not been applied
less

as in every case it would make the conductivity^and therefore K and
1

21
smaller ani they are already too small. Also Kendal s work seems to



>
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indicate that this correction should not be applied to electrolytes

of t hi;: type.. This conclusion is further confirmed by the work done

in this laboratory . It has however been recordel and can be applied

later if necessary. The calculate l^vill be of ^reat service in deter-

mining whether or not to apply the correction as the values can be

calculate 1 both ways and the one which is most correct can thus be

determined.





ALCQLATION OF THE IONIZATION CONSTANT OF

VACETYL 30TYRIC &CID.





The ionization constant is calculate! by means of the

r Az
formula K =

/ f —»• 1 ^ tnr) slectrolyte is weak enough ani the ;ion

are not more concentrate-! than two hundredths normal this value

shoull' be a constant for all concentrations. The results obtained

are tabulate! beloff. The mean error isXQ.009

Concentrations. X K * 10 °.

0.0 ID 17.664 2.303

0.0075 20.325 2.304

0.0060 24.732 2.206

0.0025 34.416 2.203

0.00 10 52.733 2.275*

0.0007;. 60. 036 2. 230-

0. 00050 72.251; 2.272*

0. 00025 93.117 2.289

0.00010 141.466 2.257**

These solution* were shown by means of the saloulated Xb

to be inascarate.

**Solutions of as low a sonoentration as this are not expect-

ed to be accurate. This is also usually true of 0,00025 N solutions.

This table iemonst rates the inefficiency of the ionization

eonstant as a test of the accuracy of lata. These values are more

consista.nt than those sustOftarily obtained but vhen the lata is

subjected to the far more exacting test of the calculated Xo the er-

rors in it are male apparent.

4s state! earlier in this paper the ionization constant of

this acii was measured in 1339 by ?orlander and Schilling. Their
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iart ss i3 tabulated belowu mean error is iO.Q 12.

•Dilation Ooncent rat ion. / % * io"
5

16 3.0625 6.93
,

2. 13

32 3.03125 9.37 2.21

64 0.015624 13.34 2.20

123 3.007313 19.41 2.20

256 0.003306 27. lo 2. 13

512 0.00 1954 o / . oo 2. 13

1324 0.0009766 52. 12 2. 13

.1343 0.0004333 71.46 2. 13

The '.vork: was lone at 25 °. The cell constant was

means of 3.02 J KC1 using 0.002755 as its conductance

conductance of the crater was 2. 1 to 3 .4 x I0"
6

. In th

the water correction was not apoliei. /( was Uvea the value 376.

TneXo values were calculate! Cor this lata ani are tabulated

helo-Y.

Concentrations.

0.0625 ani 0.03125

0.0 15524

0.00 7313

0.003303

0.00 1934

0.000977

0.000433

0.0312 ani 0.015624

0.0073T3

. 003306

0.001934

0.000377

0.000433

- 7.03

603.3

455 .

2

420. I

371.5

371.6

372.6

233.5

233. I

323.5

313. 3

339.3

363. I

Concentrations Xo
0.015624 ani 3.337313 252.7

0.003906 364.3

3.331954 335.3

0.3.0377 35 2 .

5

0.000433 373.2

0.007313 ani 0.003906 365. 2

0.001954 331.3

3.333977 353. 1

3.303433 330.3

3.303306 ani 3.331954 307.5

3.333977 133. 1

3.333433 403.3

0.00 1954 ani 0. 333977 333.5
3.333433 472. 1

3.333977 ani 0.000433 531.3





A comparison of the data of Vorlander and Schilling with

that of the writer brings out several interesting facts. The mean

error of the constants of the two determinations is slightly dif-

ferent bsdng 3.33 12 for Vorlianders values and 3.3309 for those of th

writer. The most significant difference however lies in the values

for calculated/^. Those of Vorlander frequently vary a hundred or

more tho many of them do not vary more than 40 from the average.

this is considerably more variation than the corresponding valjes

obtained in the writers work show.

Another important difference is apparent when the

value used for X is considered. The formula for calculating K is

Is Vorlander used 376 his values should oe slightly higher than tdose

of the writer ffho used 377. Phis is however not the case but instead

the reverse is true. These facts follow because^ appers in the denom

inator.

It was shown earlier in this oaper that the conductance of

the various solutions was probably too low owing to the presence

of a nonionic impurity, This .vould make the values for /( too small

and therefore give a lower constant since appears in the numera-

tor.

It seems probable then that not only are the values given

by Vorlander and Schilling too low but that the same is also true

of the values obtained by the writer.





3ALC0L4TION ) 7 THE £ OXYGEN PLACE FACTOR.
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The place factor is calculate! by means of the following

Ln 1 unsubsti tute 1 acid
formula Place Influence = -—s— . , . ,

-
Ln I substit utea acla

'Before it is possible to calculate the factor it is neces-

sary to know the< ionization constant of the unsubsti tute 1 aoid

oorresponding to yaoetyl butyric acid. This acii in Caproic acii

and its ionization constant has been measure! by France, Ostwald,

Billitzer, < and Drucker. 4s it is necessary to know how accurate these

determinations are, and Which is the most accurate, the data for each

is listed below and the results of calculating the /» values for all

possible combinations of concentrations, is given for each.

Calculation of the Xo Values for Franke's Data on Caproic Acid.

^ X Log X
10.391 11.044 1.343143

123 3.037313 7,892796 14.52

256 3.003906 7.591732 20.25

512 0.001954 7.290825 28.13

1324 3.330977 6.989717 39.00

Dilution.

64

Concentration. Log C.

3.3 15624 B. (93792

15.435 1.133439

2l.52o b. 332958

29.27 k475239

41.457 1.617593

Ooncentra 4iions. Xo

3.3 15624 and 0.0078126 198.7

3 . 333936 219.4

3.33 1354 233.4

3.333377 265. 1

3.337813 and 3.333936 236.4

0.001954 243.5

3.333977 279.3

3.333936 and 3.33 1954 248.6

0.000977 369.2

3.33 1354 and 3.333977 436.9

The water used .vas of unknown conductivity and the correction

was not applied. The irregularity of the values in the above table

shows that the data is too inaccurate to use.
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Calculation of the Xo Values for Ostwald's Data on Gaproic Acid.

(Zeit. fur. Phys. Cflem. 3, 176.)

Dilution. Concentration. Log. Cone. A Log. A,

32 0.03 8 25^ 3.494350 7.45 .
7.919 . ^93c3d

i i ~H^o?4 3 193792 10 60 1
1 . 263 1 051339

1 60 v rtrtncj i a 7 892796 14 89 15 323 1 . 199423

ODD 1 003908 7 591733 20.34 22. 253 1.3475 10

5 12 0.00195 4 7.230325 23.00 30.327 1.438932

1024 0.000976 6.939717 ' 40.31 42. 350 1.631346

Concentrations. / „AO

0.03l2o and 0.0 15624 -25 1 .

4

0.0073 1

2

6203.0

303906 1 155.0

0.00 l3o4 442. I

0.000376 413.6

") H fnft/i ' 00 73 1 2 331 6

.003906 483.0

0.001954 327.2

0. 000^78 350 .

3

.
0.00731 ani 0.003306 533. 1

0.00 1954 303. 1

0.000976 333.9

0.00390 ani 9.90 1954 23212

3.000376 302.4

0.00135 ani 0.330376 233.3

The above values are not correct ed for the conductivity

of the water ani this value is not given in the article.

The extreme irregularity of the calculated lvalues show:

that the data is too inaccurate to oe reliable.
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aleulation of the Ao Values for Billitzer s Data on Caproic Acid.

(Monat fur Chemie 20, 676. )

Dilution. Concentration. Lotf. Oonc. H A Lo^ \
64 0.015624 3. 193792 1 . 65 11.321 1.053833

123 0.0073126 7.392796 14.93 lo.37! 1 . 200593

256 0.0039060 7.39 1732 2 1 ,0o 22. 3d0 1 . 34d /oo

5 12 0.00 19540 7. 290925 id. 33 31. 1 73 1 . 493340

1024 0.0009766 6.939717 40. 23 42. 764 1 . o3 IDo3

Concentrations. x:
0.01 d624 ani 0.007812 304.7 274.6

. 003906 219.3 485.37

0. 00 1954 196.4 406. 6

0.000976 1 Oil/ m T"

0.007312 and 0.003906 238. 3 107.5

0.00 1954 ) ~\ -i i 40 O . 3

0.000976 170.3 306.3

0.003906 ani 0.001 95 4 175.6 335 . 8

0.00097c 153.9 257.3

0. 00 1954 and 0.000976 135.0
'

230.3

The water used had a oonductivity of 2.4 * 10 . This

value was not subtracted in his calculations. The first column

of values ^ivsn above was calculated from his data after subtract-

ing this value. The second value was determined direct from his data.

The great irregularity of the calculatsdXo values shows

that the data is unreliable.
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Calculation of the /(o Values for Druckers Data on Caproic Acid.

(Zeit.for Phys.Chem. 52, 643.)

V •

Lo^ /(

c / u
Lo* A

3.03482 3.541329 7.425 3.373697 7.473 0.373478

0.0 1741 3.240799 10.53 1 .322423 10. o3d 1 . 02ocO

/

3.03373) 7.939319 14.33 1. 17)141 |o,023 1. 173757

3.032177 7.337353 29.32 1.467164 30*087 1 .473333

Oo nee nt rat ions j c

X. X.
0.03432 and 0.01741 -544.0 -255.

0.00370 2333.3 -761. 1

0.002177 1352.3 - 1 06.

4

") 1 1 74. 1 a n 1 ) 30373 437.3 -4351.0

3.332177 326.

4

-136300.0

3.33373 and 3.332177 6254.3 -103300.0

Drucker applied the full water correction to his iata.

^ives the values marked X« . The water had a conductivity of 1.7 * 10

The extreme irregularity of the calculated Xo values shows

that the data is unreliable.

The above data on Oaproic acid is all shown to be too in-

accurate to use in calculating the place factor and it is therefore

impossible to do this.

I wish to thank Dr. Derick for the kindliness and untiring

enthusiasm with which he has directed this work.

C.-J4. OSJk^
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